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MARKET UPDATE AND POWERFUL CYCLONE TO HIT BAY OF BENGAL AREA, BANGLADESH 
 

We are now in state of unchartered territory as countries worldwide look to reopen their economies and return to a level of 

normalcy, which in all likelihood will be a “new” normal resulting from COVID-19. Over the course of the next few weeks, the 

landscape will change regularly as shippers, carriers and transportation providers and partners alike, will shift from the focus 

on essential products, in particular, PPE (personal protection equipment) related products and medical supplies, to now  

balance in the non-essential products that will begin to reenter the market. American Shipping Company is proud to have 

served many clients and our community in the efforts to help procure and manage regular PPE shipments and supplies 

during these difficult times. We truly honor those that had the capabilities to use their supply chains to do so. Thank you! 

Each region of the world and their countries within, will face different timelines and struggles to ramp back up. We can 

certainly prepare for several weeks of transition, similar to what we saw China experience as they returned from their 

quarantine policies. Such time will involve transportation providers, carriers, and terminals, as they all begin to manage the 

return of workers, local shipment coordination, and a return to schedules that will be needed to work through backlogs, 

avoid continued congestion, and streamline the cargo activities from origin to destination as efficient as possible. This will 

certainly take place with many challenges that are unforeseen at this time. 

As has been witnessed already, there are many resources and misinformation in the market, creating confusion and poor 

guidance at a time when decisions will begin to determine the course of action for the months ahead. We recommend that 

when reviewing your supply chain, that you seek such intel from those experienced and directly involved in your pipeline, 

including manufacturers, transportation providers and ultimate consignees, which have a more intimate overview of your 

product, timeline, market conditions specific to your port pairs, and of course the modes and carriers to support the activity.  

Here are a few highlights we suggest you maintain your focus on, especially for those that are importing into the USA: 

Major USA and Canadian Ports remain open and functional. Some smaller port terminals have been impacted by the 

volatility in volumes and impacted by the many void sailings, predominantly on the Transpacific trade to and from the USA 

and Asia. In such cases, limited hours of operation or short-term closures continue to be experienced.  

China continues to progress forward and has seen a great majority of its volume driven by PPE products and essential goods 
needed during the global COVID-19 outbreak. The most significant impact since returning back to normal after the extended 
quarantine period has included 
 

Congestion at major airports as aircraft capacity and frequency was severely reduced. This has brought about 
extremely high air freight rates for weeks, as the airline industry and global carriers have finally started to convert 
more cargo-only aircraft on line to help with the backlog and continued prioritization of PPE products. It is being 
reported that rates have “hopefully” peaked and not venture too much higher than the current range experienced 
in the past couple of weeks. Backlog remains an issue and it is reported that there is still an average hold period of 
about 7 days before departure. Shanghai remains to be the most challenging airport in China.  

 
Continued VOID/BLANK sailings by the ocean carriers and their respective alliances, which had been helping to 
keep space tight and improve vessel utilization. This is anticipated to remain the case for several weeks and 
container rolling is anticipated while keeping the capacity limited. The capacity control has kept rates propped up 
and fairly stabilized during the recent negotiation period for 2020-2021 service contracts. It is also a method for the 
carriers to control cost structures and most noticeably keep rates up even if demand decreases. A current case is 
the declining market price for Low Sulphur and Bunker fuel costs, which in recent weeks have fallen, but are not 
recognized until later, often based on carrier fuel calculations done monthly or quarterly. This demonstrates the 
carriers improved abilities to control space and costs. 
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India has seen its entire country impacted and cities such as Delhi (North); Mumbai and Pune (West); and Chennai 
(Southeast), affected the worst. Cargo movement is slow mainly due to a shortage of trailers and drivers as well as 
restrictions in the manufacturing sectors where adequate labor has been an issue. Some steamship line vessels are skipping 
India ports in their rotations due to low volumes bound for the country. Those import containers that do arrive are not 
getting unstuffed timely due to labor issues. As more full containers are backlogged at the terminals, there is now a shortage 
of empty container equipment for outbound exports. Industrial areas are facing labor shortage as workers returned to their 
native states during the COVID-19 outbreak. Industries in Mumbai, Mundra, Chennai and Bangalore are dependent on the 
workforce and their continued absence during the extended lockdown (until May 31st) will have a major impact in key 
sectors. This combined with the normal infrastructure challenges will contribute to the delays when the country reopens.  

 
Bangladesh and Northeast India (West Bengal region) are preparing for Cyclone Amphan, which is predicted to be the 
strongest storm to ever to hit the Bay of Bengal, as landfall is estimated to take place on Wednesday and project further 
inland on Thursday. The Chittagong port authority has shifted all vessels to outer anchorage and will re-berth between May 
21st and 22nd, subject to weather conditions. We wish for safety to all and especially during COVID-19 lockdowns and 
restrictions. 

 

Southeast Asia Countries, including Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines, Indonesia, Cambodia, Vietnam do not 

appear to have any major obstacles. Several of these countries continue to see some increased volumes as benefactors to 

manufacturing being shifted away from China. Vietnam, which has seen the largest windfall in recent years, will likely see 

continued volumes as the USA rebounds and further sourcing awards are implemented. Tight space will be a factor at times 

and as the entire Transpacific Trade adjusts to the USA economic recovery. 

European seaports in major countries, including, The Netherlands, UK, Germany, Italy, France, Finland all appear to 

maintain their functionality for both seaports and airports as previously reported. 

More uncertainty will only continue in the coming weeks and as realized already, has the potential to create more 

challenges and changes. We do highly recommend that you continue to plan for disruptions, increased costs, and potential 

obstacles for weeks to come. This should be exercised on a global basis. Please do your best to plan in advance and 

communicate with all parties involved in your transactions. We suggest that you make contact with your suppliers or clients 

to learn of their current status within your own supply chain. Any information you can provide back to your account owner or 

operational contact within American Shipping Company will help us to manage your product flow as proactively and 

seamless as possible.  

We will continue to keep you advised as to what we learn in the market and continue to highlight anything of significance. 

From our family to yours, please stay safe! 

http://www.shipamerican.com/

